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Introduction

S
pace is vast and barren, however, not quite empty. Scattered
around are the stars we see at night. Existing across time spans
of millions to billions of years, they are tied up in a cycle of life

and death. Similar to biological ecosystems on Earth, little is wasted.
In this Galactic life cycle, stars are born from large condensations
of material strung together by self-gravity. These are the molecular
clouds, which collapse and fragment under the might of their own
weight. The forming star is often surrounded by a disk, which supplies
the means to get rid of excess rotation while it grows and provides the
place for planets to form. When after a few million years the star
reaches adulthood, it will live a long and relatively quiescent life. Its
death though, can be quite the opposite. Past its prime, the star starts
pulsating, expelling its outer layers. For the most massive stars, the
star will make a final mark and leave the Galactic stage in a violent
supernova explosion. Both events enrich the interstellar medium with
gas and dust. This gas and dust will take part in a new cycle of
Galactic life. However, this pristine dust undergoes changes as it
moves through the different stages. Alterations depend on the route
it takes and the different environments it encounters. There are two
forms of dust; one rich in oxygen and the other rich in carbon. The
former are the silicates, similar to micron-sized grains of sand, found
on beaches around the globe. The latter are similar to soot and can
be found in combustion products from fossil fuels. One particular
variant of carbon-rich dust are the microscopic building blocks knows
as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs for short. These are
chicken wire shaped molecules and form the transition region from
dust to gas. The story of dust is told by mid-infrared spectroscopy -
the study of the interaction between light and matter using a prism or
diffraction grating to obtain a spectrum. At mid-infrared wavelengths
the different incarnations of dust have vibrational transitions, which
show up as emission or absorption features in the spectra. Studying
the variations, both in strength and profile shape, of these features
unravels the intricate details of the Galactic life cycle. A cartoon
depicting the Galactic life cycle is shown on the next page (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 – Cartoon of the Galactic life cycle. After Steven Simpson (Verschuur 1992), Sky &
Telescope Magazine.

This thesis focuses on two main aspects. First, aided by laboratory and in silico -
via computer simulation - experiments, the details of PAHs and the mid-infrared
emission they produce are studied. This provides new insights in how such
complex molecules form and the roles they fulfil in the Galactic life cycle. Second,
utilising PAH spectroscopy, we gain insights in the formation and evolution of the
morphology of the circumstellar environment of intermediate mass young stellar
objects, the so called Herbig Ae/Be stars.

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons - PAHs

Carbon

The first molecule detected in space was the simple methylidyne radical (CHx),
back in 1937 (Swings & Rosenfeld 1937). This opened up the field of astrochem-
istry: the study of the abundance and reactions of chemical elements and molecules in
space, and their interaction with radiation. Methylidyne is a carbon bearing molecule.
Carbon is the sixth most abundant element in the Universe because of its synthesis
in the fundamental triple alpha reaction that fuels stars. Carbon atoms can have
four bonds, giving them the ability to form complex structures. A particularly sta-
ble carbon complex is benzene, where the carbon is arranged in a hexagonal ring,
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peri-condensed cata-condensed other carbon related species

benzene (C6H6) pyrene (C16H10) fullerene (C60) carbon chain (C6H14)

naphthalene (C8H10) chrysene (C18H12) nanotube (Cxx) diamond (Cxx)

coronene (C24H12) 2,3;12,13;15,16-tribenzoterrylene (C42H22) graphite (Cxx) methylcyclohexane (C7H14)
fragment

Figure 2 – Chemical structure of benzene, some cata- and peri-condensed PAHs and other
forms of carbon and PAH-related species.

with each atom bounded to three neighbouring atoms by a localised (σ) bond.
The fourth remaining electron of each carbon forms a de-localised (π) bond with
similar electrons of neighbouring carbon atoms. See Fig. 2 for the chemical struc-
ture of benzene. This configuration of extended de-localised π-bonds is generally
called aromatic and can be used as the basis for even larger, chicken wire shaped,
molecules consisting of several rings, so called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
molecules, or PAHs for short. Two typical classes of PAH structures exist. First,
the more centrally condensed, compact PAHs. These are called peri-condensed.
Second, the more open structured, irregular PAHs, called cata-condensed. In Fig.
2 a few examples are shown. The structure is directly tied to the stability of the
PAH molecule. The most stable PAHs are amongst the peri-condensed, since
this structure allows for complete electron de-localisation throughout the entire
molecule between all adjacent carbon atoms.

On Earth PAHs are known as a large family of tarry materials and have
many applications. They are present in for example, coal and crude oil and are
commonly found in the combustion products of fossil fuels, like soot, making
them ecologically relevant. PAHs can have both carcinogenic and medicinal
properties, which provide a pharmaceutical interest. More recently, the field of
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nanotechnology turned to these type of molecules, e.g. graphene, buckyballs and
nanotubes, finding uses for them in solar cells and computer memory. Contrary
to what their relation with soot might suggest, PAHs can be very colourful as they
fluoresce when by excited visible and ultraviolet light. Other forms of carbon
are non-aromatic aliphatic hydrocarbons, carbon chains, diamond and graphite,
see Fig. 2 for some specific examples and their chemical structure. These are
generally much less stable and therefore, less prevalent in space.

The Unidentified Infrared bands

In the mid-1970’s and early 1980’s, mid-infrared observations became widely
available through NASA’s Kuiper Airborne Observatory and the joint US, UK
and the Netherlands’ Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). This ran parallel with
steadily improving ground-based telescopes, dedicated to infrared astronomy. A
new era opened up with the launch of ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (ISO)
in the mid-1990’s as ISO provided the first full spectroscopic coverage of the
mid-infrared. Studies of a variety of astronomical objects and regions revealed a
diversity of spectral features. One such spectrum is presented in Fig. 3, obtained
by today’s state of the art mid-infrared space observatory; NASA’s Spitzer space
telescope. Most of the observed features could be identified with molecular
absorption and/or emission bands. However, the emission features located at 3.3,
6.2, ‘7.7’, 8.6, 11.2 and 12.7 μm, which always appear together and accompanied
by broad emission plateaus with up to 30% of the total infrared emission, could
not be explained. Because of this lack of a proper identification, these bands were
called the unidentified infrared bands, UIR for short.

The UIR spectrum is observed in regions where the material is too cold to
be emitting thermally at mid-infrared wavelengths. This implies that the carrier
must be excited by the absorption of a single ultraviolet or visible photon, i.e., the
carriers are free-floating gas-phase molecules. Furthermore, the strong correlation
between the amount of available carbon and the UIR emission intensity, suggests
that the carriers are carbon-rich, i.e., organic molecules. Finally, the UIR features
even appear in the most harsh regions of the interstellar medium, indicating that
the carriers must also be highly stable. And so after almost a decade, it was
realised that very small dust grains consisting of about 20 – 100 carbon atoms
are the most likely candidates for the carriers of these bands. The observed UIR
wavelengths coincide with the typical resonances found in aromatic hydrocarbon
molecules. Moreover, upon the absorption of a single photon, aromatic molecules
may easily attain the temperature required to emit at such short wavelengths.
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Figure 3 – Mid-infrared spectrum of the reflection nebula NGC 7023 observed by NASA’s
Spitzer space telescope, illustrating the richness and dominance of the UIR
bands. The hatched areas are the distinct UIR bands, the shaded area are UIR
plateaus. Spectrum taken from Sellgren et al. (2007).

For example, Fig. 4 demonstrates the good agreement between the mid-infrared
spectrum obtained from carbon based car exhaust with the astronomical spectrum
of the Orion Bar. Therefore the carrier of the UIR bands is thought to be a family
of related aromatic species, the PAHs. This proposition is known as the “PAH
hypothesis” (Leger & Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1985).

Over the last one-and-a-half decade, advances in all fields related to the subject
have undoubtedly established that PAHs are the carriers of the previously dubbed
UIR bands. Furthermore, they have been linked to the diffuse interstellar bands
- ultraviolet, visible and infrared absorption features seen towards astronomical
objects in our galaxy - and they seem to be related to the extended red emission -
a broad emission feature in the visible spectra from dusty astronomical environ-
ments irradiated by UV photons -, and perhaps even the recently discovered blue
luminescence - extended ultraviolet/visible emission first detected in the spec-
trum of the ‘Red Rectangle’ (see e.g. Tielens & Snow 1995; Ruiterkamp et al. 2002;
Peeters et al. 2004; Ruiterkamp et al. 2005; Vijh et al. 2005; Cox & Spaans 2006;
Rhee et al. 2007). To date, PAH and PAH-like molecules are the largest and most
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Figure 4 – Mid-infrared spectrum of soot, ob-
tained from car exhaust, compared to the as-
tronomical spectrum of the Orion Bar. Figure
adapted from Allamandola et al. (1985).
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complex molecules known in space (e.g. fullerenes; Kroto & Jura 1992; Ehren-
freund & Foing 1997; Sellgren et al. 2009). Ten to twenty percent of the cosmic
carbon is locked up in PAHs and they are more abundant than all other known
interstellar polyatomic molecules combined. They have been found in meteorites
and extraterrestrial interplanetary dust particles and represent the single largest
source of accessible carbon available in the early solar system. They have even
been suggested to be instrumental to the formation and evolution of life on Earth;
known as the “PAH-world hypothesis” (Ehrenfreund et al. 2006). Such claims are
backed-up by the discovery of Tholins – PAH and PAH related species – in the
atmosphere of Saturn’s moon Titan, which is considered comparable to pre-biotic
Earth.

The spectrum

In mid-infrared spectra, the prominent PAH emission features lie around 3.3,
6.2, ‘7.7’, 8.6, 11.2, 12.7 and 16.4 μm. These coincide with the characteristic
wavelengths for the stretching and bending vibrations of aromatic hydrocarbon
materials. Table 1 summarises the infrared features with specific modes in PAH
molecules. Besides these well-known features, there are many more subtle and
weaker ones. Such features can appear at 3.4, 3.5, 5.25, 5.7, 6.0, 6.9, 7.5, 10.5, 11.0,
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13.5, 14.1, 15.8, 17.4, 17.8 and 18.9 μm and vary in relative importance from source
to source.

The main PAH features show strong variations in profile shape and relative
strength. Detailed studies of the PAH bands show that their profiles differ con-
siderably between different regions of the sky, Fig. 5, but are found to correlate to
a large extent with the nature of the source (Peeters et al. 2002a; van Diedenhoven
et al. 2004; Hony et al. 2001). For instance, the PAH bands in massive star-forming
regions all resemble each-other, as do the PAH spectra of galaxies. There is a larger
spread found in the spectra of sources that are currently producing or processing
dust; e.g., planetary nebulae and young stars with disks. All these observed vari-
ations reflect the way in which the collection of PAH molecules reacts to the local
physical conditions. This emphasises that the emission originates from a family
of related PAHs, where the local conditions determine the exact composition of
this ensemble.

Laboratory research, joined in by in silico calculations of synthetic spectra,
have paved the way for a better understanding of the molecular properties of the
emitting PAHs. The variations in the astronomical band profiles and relative band
intensities can now be fully appreciated. So have studies disclosed the influence
of nitrogen inclusion at different loci in the PAH ring, the effect of ionisation and
the nature of the emission between 11 – 20 μm. Nitrogen substitution influences
the peak position of the 6.2 μm band (Hudgins et al. 2005). The 6.2 μm band is
blue shifted more and more the deeper the nitrogen substitution in the carbon
skeleton. The effect of ionisation on the frequencies of the vibrational resonances
is small. More striking is the impact on the relative intensity of the modes. This is
the clearest in the 5 – 10 μm region, where the resonances are very weak in neutral
PAHs but significantly stronger in charged PAHs. PAH charge is set by the balance
between photoelectrically ejected electrons and the recombination of an electron
with a PAH. This is determined by the ratio of the ultraviolet field - usually in
terms of G0; the average strength of the interstellar radiation field (Habing 1968)
- and the electron density. The ratio of the intensities in the 11.2 and 6.2 μm
bands is then a measure for the ionisation balance. Variations in relative band
intensities between 11 – 15 μm have been linked to the molecular edge structure
of PAH molecules. The emission at 11.2, 12.7 and 13.5 μm has been attributed
to the out-of-plane bending modes of peripheral solo, trio and quartet adjacent
hydrogen atoms, respectively. The PAH emission beyond 15 μm is, unlike the
mid-infrared bands, more molecule specific. The mid-infrared bands between 3
– 15 μm overlap because they originate in vibrations that are tied to the chemical
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Table 1 – Peak positions and associated modes of the IR PAH emission features.

Band (μm) Mode(s)
3.3 aromatic C-H stretching
3.4 aliphatic C-H stretching in methyl groups

C-H stretching in hydrogenated PAHs
hot band of the aromatic C-C stretch

3.5 hot band of the aromatic C-C stretch
5.25 combination of C-H bend and C-C stretch
5.7 combination of C-H bend and C-C stretch
6.0 C-O stretch (?)
6.2 aromatic C-C stretching
6.7 (?)
6.9 aliphatic C-H bending
7.5 (?)
7.6 C-C stretching and C-H in-plane bending
7.8 C-C stretching and C-H in-plane bending
8.6 C-H in-plane bending
10.5 C-H out-of-plane bending (?)
11.0 C-H out-of-plane bending, solo, cation
11.2 C-H out-of-plane bending, solo, neutral
12.7 C-H out-of plane bending, trio, cation (?)
13.5 C-H out-of-plane bending, quartet
14.1 C-H out-of-plane bending, quartet
15.8 in-plane + out-of-plane C-C-C bending in large PAHs (?)
16.4 in-plane + out-of-plane C-C-C bending in pendent ring (?)
17.4 in-plane + out-of-plane C-C-C bending in large PAHs (?)
17.8 in-plane + out-of-plane C-C-C bending in large PAHs (?)
18.9 C-C-C bending in fullerene (?)

Plateau (μm)

3.2 – 3.6 C-C stretch overtone/combination
6 - 9 many C-C stretch blend and C-H in-plane benda

11 - 14 blend out-of-plane C-Ha

15 - 20 in-plane and out-of-plane C-C-C bending

a Likely in clusters of PAHs.
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Figure 5 – The ABC PAH band classification scheme from Peeters et al. (2002a) and van
Diedenhoven et al. (2004).
6.2 μm feature - Class A profiles have their peak near 6.22 μm, Class B profiles
between 6.24 and 6.28 and Class C profiles near 6.3 μm.
‘7.7’ μm feature - ClassA profiles have a peak near 7.6 μm with the 8.6μm feature
peaking near 8.6 μm, Class B profiles have a peak near 7.8 μm with the 8.6 μm
feature peaking beyond 8.62 μm and Class C profiles have a single peak at about
8.22 μm with evidence of a strongly blended 8.6 μm feature.
11.2 μm feature - Class A profiles have their peak between 11.20 and 11.24 μm
and Class B profiles peak near 11.25 μm.
Besides shifts in peak position, also slight variations in the width of the profiles
have been observed. The classes as defined, often correlate with each other and
with object type.

subgroups, such as C-H and C-C, that make up the PAH molecule. In contrast,
the bands between 15 – 20 μm and longer wavelengths are produced by C-C-C
modes and those are determined by PAH size and geometry. Consequently, the
emission between 15 – 20 μm may hold the promise to identify individual PAH
molecules (Chapter 2).

Lastly, PAH temperature is a very sensitive function of its heat capacity, which
is determined by the size of the molecule. The PAH temperature translates itself
into the observed integrated band strength ratios: conversely, these ratios can be
used to deduce an ‘average’ size of the emitting PAHs. The sharp PAH bands, in
particular the 3.3 μm feature, is emitted by PAHs with between 50 to 100 carbon
atoms. Generally the plateaus, clearly discernible in Fig. 3, are formed by bigger,
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non-planer three dimensional PAH clusters. These PAHs are held together by
weak van der Waals bonds. At 25 μm some excess emission can be ascribed to
PAHs sized up to 105 carbon atoms, which are more like very small grains (VSG;
d � 50 Å).

The fundamentals of PAH spectroscopy are complicated. Laboratory and in
silico studies mostly involve absorption spectroscopy, which implies many aspects
of the emission process have to be considered ad hoc. In interstellar space PAH
molecules are not in thermal equilibrium with the local radiation field. Instead,
PAHs are electronically excited into an upper electronic state upon the absorption
of a single visible or ultraviolet photon, raising the PAH’s temperature as much
as 1000 K. Rapidly the energy is internally converted from the single excited vi-
brational state into several excited vibrational states, bringing the PAH back into
a lower electronic state. The molecule cools down mainly by a radiative cascade
through infrared emission in the C-C and C-H vibrational modes (see Table 1),
decreasing its temperature to ∼10 K on a timescale of seconds. The internal en-
ergy redistribution is a complex mechanism involving the coupling of different
vibrational modes and can occur in several steps involving different timescales.
Related to these are effects like band shifts and anharmonicity, which have to be
taken into account when using the laboratory and in silico data. Furthermore,
currently the in silico spectra only allow for the fundamental modes to be calcu-
lated. However, the calculation of overtone and combination modes, relevant for
the emission between 5 – 6 μm (see Table 1 and Chapter 1), is underway.

Origin and evolution of PAHs

Given the similarity between carbon-rich dust and PAHs, their evolution must be
closely related. PAHs are mainly formed in the outflow of evolved stars and are
introduced into the interstellar medium by dust-driven winds (Fig. 1; Speck &
Barlow 1997; Boersma et al. 2006). PAHs represent the extension of the grain-size
distribution into the molecular domain and are the building blocks for the larger
soot particles, see Fig. 6. The main molecules from which PAHs could be formed
seems to be acetylene (C2H2) and its radical derivatives. The first step in PAH
formation, which is the most difficult one, is the creation of the first aromatic ring.
In additional reactions on the aromatic ring, such as abstraction of hydrogen atoms
and the addition of hydrocarbons, a PAH molecule is formed. For hydrogen poor
environments there is a three-way route. Upon the formation of small, flexible,
linear, carbon chain radicals, mono-cyclic ring molecules are formed through
the addition of carbon atoms. The isomorisation reactions on the carbon chain
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Figure 6 – Schematic overview of the formation route of macroscopic soot particles from
PAHs. Figure courtesy of D.M. Hudgins.

lead to planar carbon hexagonal structures and the absence of hydrogen results
in dangling bonds. Incorporation of pentagons induces curling, reducing the
number of dangling bonds, possibly creating the ultra stable fullerene molecule
(Fig. 2). Near the stellar photosphere of the evolved stars, the high densities
and temperatures allow for a PAH to grow chemically. Further out in the flow,
PAH growth likely occurs by coagulation and accretion, eventually forming a soot
particle. Heavier elements produced by the star, as for example nitrogen, can be
incorporated into the PAH skeleton during this stage as well.

The smaller sized PAHs are sensitive to the harsh environment of interstellar
space and are therefore likely to have undergone changes when reaching the
interstellar medium (Hony et al. 2000; Peeters et al. 2002a). More illusive remains
whether PAHs undergo any changes when leaving the circumstellar environment
for the planetary nebula phase - the emission nebula formed by the expanding
envelope irradiated by the dying star. The exact nature of the changes that PAHs
undergo in the interstellar medium is still very uncertain; is the old family fully
destroyed and a new one created, or do the PAHs form clusters, with different
characteristics in each stage of the Galactic life cycle (Fig. 1).

PAH processing and reprocessing can occur through several high energy and
low energy processes. Such processes include photo-chemistry induced by high
energetic radiation, interacting with strong shocks, exposure to high energetic
particles and ice-chemistry (e.g., Strazulla et al. 1995; Bernstein et al. 1999). The
destruction of PAH molecules can occur through the absorption of an energetic
photon; where the molecule simply evaporates, collisions with grains rocket thrust
by the photoelectric effect (Purcell 1979) or through chemical sputtering. Shattered
grains can enrich the interstellar PAH family and studies have shown that PAHs
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can also form in cosmic ices (Gudipati & Allamandola 2003).
Eventually PAHs will become part of star forming regions where, when a

newly formed star ignites, the harsh environment may destroy most members
of the PAH family again. At the end of stellar evolution, in the ejecta from the
evolved star, PAHs may form again and Galactic life will have come full circle
(Fig. 1).

PAHs are omnipresent and play an intricate part in the Galactic life cycle
(Fig. 1). Because of their large cross-sections, PAHs can dominate the charge
balance, specially in the case of neutral interstellar gas (Lepp & Dalgarno 1988b;
Lepp et al. 1988). Photoelectric heating couples the energy balance of interstellar
gas with the non-ionising radiation fields of stars, e.g. in Hii regions - large
glowing low-density clouds of gas and plasma associated with star formation
(Fig. 1; Lepp & Dalgarno 1988a; Hollenbach & Tielens 1999). Because a PAH
population also represent the different environments it may have encountered,
they provide the means to probe both the history and physical conditions of a
multitude of environments in the Galaxy and other galaxies.

PAHs and dust in regions of star and planet formation

The formation and evolution of low-mass stars is relatively well understood
(Shu et al. 1987). However, the genesis of intermediate and high-mass stars
remains more elusive. Low-mass proto-stars form from condensations inside
molecular clouds when gravity overwhelms thermal and magnetic supporting
forces. Through successive stages of fragmentation, gravitational collapse, and
disk accretion, accompanied by bipolar outflows, the star reaches the long lived
main sequence, see Fig. 7. A special class of young stellar objects are the Herbig
Ae/Be stars (Herbig 1960). Herbig Ae/Be stars are pre-main sequence stars of
intermediate mass, 2 – 8 solar masses, having spectral class A or B and showing
emission lines; indicative of their youth. It is thought that the formation scheme
for these stars is more or less a scaled-up version of that for low-mass stars.

It has long been known that the collapse to a star and surrounding proto-
planetary disk is accompanied by characteristic changes in the spectral energy
distribution - the energy emitted in wavelength intervals, Fig. 8 (Lada 1987).
The disk - believed to be the site of planet formation - reveals itself in polarised
light and as a strong excess in infrared spectra. The disk is a place where dust,
partaking in the Galactic cycle of life, is altered. This evolution likely involves
energetic processing of the dust in the inner disk, including evaporation and con-
densation, and whole scale transport through radial mixing, of the processed dust
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Figure 7 – Cartoon of low-mass star formation. Collapsing stellar cores inside a dark
cloud accrete mass trough a rotating disk (top). Excess angular momentum is
dispersed through the disk and outflow, clearing the stellar envelope (middle-
left). Disk accretion comes to a halt, the stellar envelope is dispersed and
planet formation takes place (T Tauri-phase; middle-right). Through a debris-
disk phase (bottom-left) the construction of the planetary system is finalised
(bottom-right). Figure courtesy of Frieswijk (2008).
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Figure 8 – Cartoon illustrating the characteristic changes in the spectral energy distribution
accompanying the star and planet formation process shown in Fig. 7. Figure
courtesy of Frieswijk (2008).
Class 0 - The spectral energy distribution resembles that of a blackbody at a
typical temperature of 20 Kelvin.
Class I - As the temperature of the dust increases through the accretion process,
the peak of the spectral energy distribution shifts to shorter wavelengths.
Class II - The forming pro-star starts dominating the spectral energy distribution
at near-infrared wavelengths. The infrared excess from the dusty disk is readily
observed.
Class III - In the final stages of the star and planet formation process envelope
and disk are mostly dissipated. The spectral energy distribution resembles that
of a stellar blackbody.

throughout the disk.

Mid-infrared imaging and spectroscopy are powerful tools for studying the
unfolding planet formation process. The mid-infrared spectra of Herbig Ae/Be
stars reveal a wide and varying number of spectral features due to silicates and
PAHs. Both types of dust probe different regions and aspects of the circumstellar
disk. Silicate dust, emitting in thermal equilibrium, probes scales up to 10 – 50
times the Sun-Earth distance. For instance, the radial distribution of crystalline sil-
icates provides information about annealing, mixing and local heating processes.
PAHs, due to their fluorescent nature, allow one to probe the disk on much larger
scales and even beyond. For example, the spatial distribution of PAHs provides
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Figure 9 – The spectral energy distribution for a typical Group I (top) and Group II (bottom)
source. The stellar contribution is shown in grey. Right of the spectral energy
distribution a cartoon shows the geometry of the source and disk. The strong
mid-infrared “bump” around 100 μm is due to the flaring of the disk. The cut-
out areas show the shadowed regions where stellar light is unable to reach the
disk.

strong constraints on the geometry of the disk.

In more detail, based on the size of the infrared excess, a sub-division can
be made between Group I and II sources (Meeus et al. 2001), where in the latter
case the infrared emission is more modest. This difference has been attributed
to differences in disk geometry (Meeus et al. 2001): Group I sources have flaring
disks and Group II sources have more flattened disks with a shadowed region.
PAHs are a good diagnostic for this geometry, as they emit through UV-pumped
fluorescence. Flaring disks subtend a larger solid angle viewed from the star and
are thus able to reprocess more stellar light than flat disks, Fig. 9.

Stars form in large molecular clouds and because, in general, telescope beams
are relatively large, it can be difficult to disentangle the surrounding emission
and the emission coming from the young stellar object. This is especially the
case for very young objects that are still partially embedded in their natal cloud
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(Chapters 3 & 4). But, during the later stages of the pre-main sequence evolution,
after a half to a few million years, the increased stellar winds from the central
object will have removed most of the surrounding molecular cloud material,
leaving only the remnant, passive, accretion disk. This disk will have a typical
radial size of a hundred Sun-Earth distances and a mass ranging from a few
thousands of a percent to fifteen percent of the mass of the Sun (Fig. 7; Habart
et al. 2004; Acke et al. 2004; Waelkens & Waters 1997).

The observed spectra reveal that PAHs undergo considerable processing dur-
ing the early evolution of the young stellar object. Specifically, embedded objects
show a PAH spectrum resembling that of the interstellar medium; similar to class
A profiles in Fig. 5. More isolated Herbig Ae/Be stars show a more processed
spectrum; similar to class B profiles in Fig. 5. These spectral variations imply
considerable chemical changes, likely driven by the strong radiation field in the
young stellar object’s environment (Chapter 3; Sloan et al. 2007; Keller et al. 2008).

With the launch of ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (Kessler et al. 1996) in
1995, it became possible, for the first time, to study the entire infrared spectrum of
the Herbig Ae/Be stars. Now-a-days, the superior sensitivity of NASA’s Spitzer
space telescope (Werner et al. 2004a) has allowed us to investigate the PAHs and
silicates in more detail than ever before. Further aided by the ground based ob-
servatories of ESO at Paranal and La Silla, more and more of the intricate details
of star and planet formation are revealed.

A very extensive and visionary, early, overview on PAHs in interstellar space is
given by Omont (1986). A recent, thorough overview has been written by Tielens
(2008). An extensive review on Herbig Ae/Be stars is given by Waters & Waelkens
(1998).

This thesis

Now, routinely, the PAH distribution is traced and PAH band profiles and ratios
are used as probes of many different objects and emission regions. The line
of ground-breaking mid-infrared astronomical research initiated by the Kuiper
airborne observatory, infrared astronomical satellite and greatly expanded with
the infrared space observatory mission, has been picked up by NASA’s Spitzer
space telescope and ESO’s ground based facilities in Chile.

Generally, PAH studies heavily rely on the spectroscopic characteristics be-
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tween 3 – 15 μm. This thesis sets out in its first two chapters to explore the
potential of two wavelength regions in the PAH mid-infrared spectra which have
not yet received much attention. Namely, those between 5 – 6 and 15 – 20 μm.
Questions that are addressed include: “Do these wavelength regions tell something
new about interstellar PAHs? If yes, what? And how does that fit in with the existing
picture of PAHs?” This research relies greatly on the spectral data in the NASA
Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database, which is discussed in chapter five.

Presented in chapters three and four are two studies utilising the established
spectroscopic characteristics between 3 – 15 μm to infer large scale morphological
aspects of the star and planet formation process in Herbig Ae/Be stars. Questions
that are addressed here include: “What is the circumstellar morphology of Herbig
Ae/Be stars and how does it evolve? How does the composition of the astronomical PAH
family evolve during the star and planet formation process and how can those be used as
probes?” This research is only possible because of the availability of imaging and
long slit spectroscopic observations from the observatories mentioned above.

This thesis is outlined in three parts under the common denominator: “PAHs as
astronomical probes”. What follows is a chapter-by-chapter overview.

Part I : Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Chapter 1: The 5.25 and 5.7 μm PAH emission features – Here the
focus is on the two minor PAH features located at 5.25 and 5.7 μm. ISO-SWS
spectra of four sources, which have sufficient quality in this region, are analysed
and tied in with results from the study of laboratory and synthetic spectra.

Chapter 2: The 15 – 20 μm PAH emission features: probes of in-
dividual PAHs? – Reported often as an important constituent of the PAH
emission band family, in Spitzer observations, the 15 – 20 μm wavelength range
warrants a deeper molecular explanation. While the region is often dominated
by distinct features at 15.8, 16.4, 17.4, 17.8 and 18.9 μm, on top of a broader band
around ‘17’ μm, in a few occasions the range is spanned by a featureless plateau.

Part II : PAHs in regions of star and planet formation

Chapter 3: Characteristics of IR emission features in Herbig Ae
stars – Here two Herbig Ae stars are studied which have PAH emission domi-
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nating their Spitzer spectrum. Special interest goes out for the ‘7.7’μm PAH band,
which shows considerable variation in band shape between these two sources.

Chapter 4: Characteristics of mid-IR emission features in four
Herbig Ae/Be stars – Combining observations from ground-based and space
observatories, the morphology of four Herbig Ae/Be stars is investigated. Both
spectra and images are analysed for spatially separated emission components.

Part III : The future

Chapter 5: The NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database –
This chapter describes the NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database; its con-
tent, the methods and tools developed to analyse and interpret these data and the
web-portal set up to make the data and tools available to the scientific community.
The web-portal is planned for release by the end of 2009. In addition, a detailed
description for a model to compute the PAH emission spectrum including the
temperature cascade is described. My contribution lies mainly in the design of
the web-portal and the development of the tools and model.

Chapter 6: Summary and future prospects – Finally, a summary of the
main conclusions are given and future prospects are considered.
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